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THE INSTITUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
 

Manchester and NW Districts Branch,   
Minutes of the 619th Branch Meeting on December 8th 2015 at 19:00 at Chill Factorᵉ,  

Trafford Quays, Manchester 

 

Branch Chairman:     Paul Eyre 

Secretary:                Jan Paley 
 

In attendance, J. Beasley,  P. Blundell, ,R. Courtney,  P. Darcy, I. Epsley, I. Essington, E. Evans,  P. Eyre, P. 

Grundy, G. Hall, , J. Holden, A. Marsh,  S. Mather, G. Mason, D. Maud, C. Nixon,  M. Nixon, J. Paley, E. Pape,   

E. Picton, N. Quinn, F. Riley, D. Murdie, K. Pegenhuurt, G. Prosser and   A. Senna  

 

1. Welcome  

 

Paul welcomed all to the 619th meeting and especially welcomed new members and guests. Paul asked new 

member,  Alex,  to come and introduce himself. Alex originally from Brazil, has lived in Spain and New Zealand 

and has been the UK for just over a year. He joined IOSH 3 months ago and having gained his NEBOSH 

Certificate is already working towards his diploma. He is the Safety Advisor for a chain of expanding Brazilian 

restaurants  in the North-west and is hopeful that the meetings can assist him with gaining experience and 

knowledge. Paul said that members were all health and safety professionals and here to mentor, support and 

guide.  

 

2. Apologies – G McManus and P. Robinson, 

 

3. Adoption of the 618th Branch meeting minutes  

 

The minutes were proposed by E. Pape and seconded by J. Holden and adopted as a true record. 

 

4. IOSH Branch and District Information  

 

Paul reported that Tripartite Branch meeting would be on June 8th 2016 at Widnes. The theme would be 

‘Resilience’ with presentations on incident control, incident investigation and insurance. Following on from the 

successful tripartite meeting on ‘Sustainable Behavioural Cultures’ held in June 2015, Peter Radcliffe from IOD, 

who co-chaired the event, has now joined the planning committee. 

 

Letters have now gone to the 3 apprentices who presented at the tripartite meeting offering them a free year’s 

subscription to IOSH. In addition, Paul was working with Jane Hopkinson from HSL, (who also gave a 

presentation on the HSL behavioural tool), to use the workplace project undertaken by the apprentices at 

Training 2000 as a case study. Currently a proposal was being developed which will hopefully secure IOSH 

Research and Development funding. Training 2000 is very enthusiastic and supportive of this opportunity.  

 

5. Correspondence – None  

 

6.  AOB –  

Ed Pape enquired why the numbers attending the branch meetings appeared to be dwindling following the 

record numbers that had attended meetings earlier in the year. Paul and others commented that there were a 

number of reasons for this. First, information in Connect has not always included the Manchester meetings and 

even though this seems to have been resolved it can be lost in and amongst all the other information. Paul 

said that the meetings are published via the events page on the IOSH web site, the printed programme 

delivered to all members, connect etc.  

Paul felt there were problems with  the ‘website platform’ and that it didn’t have the functionality which meant 

that information didn’t always appear. John Holden said he felt the biggest barrier to people attending the 

meetings at present were  the holdups on the M60 as it is converted into a ‘smart motorway’ and historically  

December meetings  have not been well attended previously as people have other Christmas commitments.   

7. Speaker 

 

Paul introduced the speaker Emma Evans, from Pinsent Masons. Emma introduced herself outlining her 

journey to her current position as a member  of the criminal regulatory team at Pinsent Masons. Emma said 

her previous positions and a spell with an insurance company dealing with motor defence work had provided 
her with an expertise  on issues connected with ‘Driving for Work’. Emma moved to Pinsent Masons about 12 

months ago.   
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Emma provided an overview her presentation which would cover: The key regulators, key legislative 

provisions and key risks, corporate and personal liability, practical examples, tips on managing driver safety 

and  risk in the workplace and recent developments. 

 

Emma asked why road safety is an issue? and presented a number of key facts which are the reasons why it 

should be managed and is big news.  These are; 

 

 1 in 4 crashes in the last 3-years involved a business driver 

 Between 800 and 1000 people are killed annually in work- related collisions 

 Business / workplace drivers have collision rates 30-40% higher than ordinary drivers 

 Between 2007 and 2013, 5,241 people were killed, 45,662 seriously injured and over 4,000,000 

injured in work-related collisions 

 

Emma outlined the key regulators involved in workplace transport and driving for work. These include the DoT 

(Dept of Transport), the Police (who retain jurisdiction), the HSE, DVSA and DVLA. Emma said it is usual for 

the Police and HSE to undertake joint investigations on work related incidents including road related accidents. 

The main laws that apply are the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the Road Traffic Act 1988. Emma 

said both have common elements, these being that drivers have to be competent, fit and capable, sufficient 

information and training must have been provided. Additionally Vehicles provided and used must be 

roadworthy and fit for the job. 

 

Emma outlined the key risks which included the following; 

 Unlawful driving – licence & insurance issues  

 Driver competency 

 Defective vehicle 

 Use of mobile phone 

 Fatigue 

 Careless or dangerous driving 

 Driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol 

 Speeding 

 Loose items/load securing  

 Working hours 

 

Medical conditions were highlighted as another key risk. Emma also mentioned ‘drug driving’ where drivers 

may be taking legal drugs in the form of medication but they impair the driving capability of the driver. 

Organisations need proper systems in place to manage this.  

 

Emma outlined the duties under section 2 and 3 of the HASAWA  

…. Duty to ensure, so far as reasonably practicable, the health and safety of all employees while at work.  You 

must also ensure that others are not put other non-employees i.e. other road users & members of the public, 

at risk by work-related driving activities 

 

And 

Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999 

…..Requirement to manage health and safety effectively, carry out suitable and sufficient risk assessments, 

provide training, consider driver capabilities……. 

 

In addition Emma said it was expected that employers would have policies and procedures in place for   

driving for work, use of mobile phones, checking driver capability. Emma said PUWER applies to vehicles and 

in addition there are the Road Vehicles (construction and use) Regs, which cover parking breaks, parking 

lights flashing beacons etc. Both pieces of legislation require employers to ensure vehicles are properly 

maintained, inspected, fit for use and legal for use on public roads. 

 

Emma referred to the case of R v Chargot [2008] UKHL73 regarding the defence position: The defence 

position is that the employer has taken all reasonable practicable measures. Employers have to prove that 

they have done everything that is reasonably practical. 

 

This is known as the Reverse Burden of Proof 

 

“…placing of a legal burden of proof on the employer … is not disproportionate 

   
Emma mentioned the Corporate Manslaughter Act and reminded members what the offence was and the 

penalties that could be brought.  
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An Organisation is guilty if the way in which its activities are managed or organised causes a person’s death 

and amounts to a gross breach of a relevant duty of care owed by the organisation to the deceased, only if 

the way in which its activities are managed by senior management is a substantial element of the breach. 

 

 The Penalty; UNLIMITED FINE (potentially millions of £’s) and a Publicity Order: The new sentencing 

guidelines which come into force in 2016 mean that fines can be anything from £180k to 20 million pounds 

depending on seriousness of offence and size of organisation. 

 

In relation to cases of health and safety and driving for work, Emma said the following would be looked at  

 The ‘Grossness’ of the Breach 

 Compliance with law / standards / guidance 

 Safety Management Systems 

 The Organisation’s safety culture 

 The Role of senior management – were there collective failings? effective delegation? empowerment 

and accountability 

 

Emma considered a recent case involving Baldwin’s Crane Hire and outlined the key facts of the case. The 

incident occurred in 2011, a vehicle lost control, overturned and the  employed driver died. The brakes on the 

500-tonne crane being driven failed. Similar brake defects were discovered on other vehicles in the fleet. 

The issues identified were around: - 

  - lack of supervision 

     - training 

    - systems for organised maintenance 

  - record keeping 

     - awareness of Senior Management 

 

A ‘Not Guilty’ plea was entered but after trial they were convicted of Corporate Manslaughter. Sentencing  

will be carried out on 22 December 2015. There was some discussion around what the fine could be. So far 

the highest fine for corporate manslaughter has been £600K but they are seldom below £100k. The consensus 

was that it would be around £750k but considerably more if the new sentencing guidelines were in place. 

 

Emma reminded the meeting about personal liability under section 7 of the HASAWA, the duty of employees to 

take reasonable care of themselves and others affected by their work (actions and omissions). Section 37 of 

the HASAWA covers the liability of Directors and Senior Managers.  Where an offence has been committed 

with the consent, connivance, or is attributable to any neglect on the part of any director, manager or a 

person who purports to act in that capacity, he/she as well as the company shall be guilty of that offence. The 

penalty can be a fine and / or imprisonment 

 

Emma gave a reminder about the responsibilities of drivers. Drivers should also exercise care as any 

reasonably prudent, careful and competent driver… nor drive in a way that falls far below the standard 

expected or that is obviously dangerous in the circumstances… 

Road Traffic Act 1988 / Road Safety Act 2006 

 

Drivers can be charged with causing death by dangerous driving / careless driving, careless driving (driving 

without due care and attention), causing serious injury by dangerous driving and drug driving. 

In addition to corporate manslaughter, individuals can be charged with individual gross negligence 

manslaughter. This is when an individual commits an act or omission that amounts to “gross negligence” This 

charge can brought against anybody within an organisation – from senior management to a site operative. 

Where convicted individuals face real risk of prison from around 3 years upwards although he maximum 

penalty is life imprisonment. 

 

With regard to reporting road and driving incidents under RIDDOR, Emma said they are not normally 

reportable to HSE. For any RTA, the Police mainly retain jurisdiction. The exceptions and where RIDDOR would 

apply are loading / unloading, RTA involving work on / alongside the road and “Work alongside the road” 

defined in the act. 

 

Emma outlined the facts of a couple of cases and the consequences for individuals and the organisations 

involved.  

 

Example 1  Company undergoes reorganisation: 

Fleet Manager and Administrator roles cut = £75k saved!  Fleet management responsibility handed to 
Procurement Dept. A driver is involved in very serious injury collision with a cyclist 

Driver, H&S Manager, Head of Procurement & 3-executives all interviewed under PACE 
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Investigation found:   - no licence checking in place 

   - 5 vehicles without test certificates 

   - inadequate service records 

   - no logs of vehicle checking 

   - 16 major faults found on vehicles 

   - incomplete / non-existent employee training 

   - management failures – connivance and neglect! 

 

Consequences 

Driver - Employee:      

 

Magistrates Court Case 

Dangerous Driving  

Driving whilst Disqualified 

Guilty Plea 

24-weeks custody and banned 18-months  

 

 

Head of Procurement 

 

Section 37 - £20,000 fine  

 

 

 

Example 2 Building Company:  

 

Crew involved in 80-mile return to depot in long wheelbase van and open back tipper towing compactor roller. 

Alcohol consumed over lunchtime break. Vehicles deliberately swerving on road, one overweight & tyre blew 

out, vehicle overturned, crashed into lamp post crushing cab & trapping men inside  

Police and HSE investigation found:  

 Substandard vehicle and driver handbooks  

 Not sufficient training: alcohol/tiredness/vehicle checks etc. 

 No defect reporting system 

 Risk and reward culture 

Consequences 

Driver(s):  

 

Magistrates Court Case x 2 

Driving with Excess Alcohol 

Guilty plea  

Band C Fine - £850 each 

Costs - £85 each  

Victim Surcharge - £85 each 

Both disqualified 15-months 

Both lost their jobs 

Overloaded vehicle - £250 fine extra! 

Company – Employer:  

 

Magistrates Court case 

Section 2, Section 37 HSWA 1974 

Offence for overladen vehicle 

Guilty Plea entered 

Section 2 - £20,000 fine 

Section 37 (manager) - £10,000 fine 

Vehicle overloading - £500 fine 

Costs - £1,200  

Victim surcharge - £120 fine 

 

Total Financial Penalty: £31,820! 

 

Other cases cited by Emma included  

MJ Graves International – 2003  

Driver worked 20-hour shift – excessive legal working hours 

Management failed to monitor driver hours / rest breaks  

Driver & Transport Manager – 4-yrs custody for both 

 

Nolan Transport Limited – RoI – 2007 – Sentenced 2013 

Haulage Company fined €1m accident killed two people 

Six steel coils weighing 25-tonnes shed off trailer & then lorry hit another vehicle head on 

 

TIP Europe Ltd (Trailer Services) – 2015 

Transport company – IP acting as a banksman assisting lorry to reverse 
Slope ended on a public road = risks not just to pedestrians on site but to passing pedestrians and drivers - 

Fined: £500,000! 

 

Company – Employer:  

Section 2, 3 and 37 HSWA 
Guilty Plea 
Section 2 - £10,000 fine 
Section 3 - £10,000 fine 
Costs - £360 

Victim Surcharge - £120  

Total: £40,480! 
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Emma outlined the actions that can be taken to manage occupational road risk (MORR) Occupational Road 

Risk Policies should be in place covering key aspects such as driver competence and training, vehicle 

inspections etc., and the journeys/routes. Risk Assessments should be available, reviewed and followed. 

Records management systems should be in place. Management systems should be based on the Plan, Do, 

Check, Act Approach. Information should be available on Driver Training / Assessments / Inductions. 

 

There are also a number of technological innovations that are available including cameras / sensors  

Black Box – telematics recorders, trackers, hands free devices, driver profiling systems – permit to drive 

schemes and IT Compliance Platforms such as Cerico.  Cerico is  a risk management toolkit / risk register which 

has an e-Learning course based on the ‘Driving at Work’ guidance, Driver profiling –questionnaire with risk 

model sitting behind it and driver certification. More information is at www.cericosolutions.com                
 

Moving to the ‘Grey fleet’ which is the term used for persons using their own vehicles for work activity is more of an 
unknown area and could increase VULNERABILITY!! for organisations where employees are allowed to use 

their own vehicles.  Emma said the same duty of care applies and that employers need to discharge their 

duties in relation to  Licence checks, MOT certificates, Business insurance and Service records 

 

Emma said there were some new developments that she wanted to share 

From 8 June 2015 – DVLA Licence Counterpart change 

Paper counterpart will no longer be valid nor issued. Driver endorsements held on driver’s record – online 
 

ECJ Ruling on ‘Working Time’ – Tyco Case * 

Time travelling from home to premises of first and last appointments = ‘working time’ and part of workers 

activities  

*Federacion de Servicios Privados del sindicato Comisiones Obreras v Tyco Integrated Security SL and another 

(c-266/14) 

 

1 September 2015 – Safer Lorry Scheme  

Vehicles over 3.5 tonnes are fitted specific safety features to protect vulnerable road users i.e. pedestrians, 

cyclists. Non-compliance will incur fixed penalties, fines, suspension / variation of Operator’s Licence 
 

Finally, Emma advised that if things do go wrong, seek legal advice, follow any incident response plans that 

you have in place,  and commission an investigation under legal professional privilege (LPP). In England and 

Wales, the principle of LLP has long been recognised by the common law. It is seen as a fundamental principle 

of justice, and grants a protection from disclosing evidence. It is a right that attaches to the client (not to the 

lawyer) and so may only be waived by the client. Emma said it was important to carefully manage any HR 

issues and to Learn from “mistakes!" 

 

Gary Mason our Branch Web Champion offered a free Driver Awareness eLearning course to all attendees of 

the Branch Meeting on the 8th December. (i.e. those signed in on the attendance sheet).  

 

Information about the course to decide whether you would like to complete it can be found at 

http://www.praxis42.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Driver-Awareness.pdf and as an added bonus course 

completion can be used towards your CPD as the course is CPD Certified through the CPD Certification Service. 

 

The Driver Awareness course covers the following topics: 
 Introduction 
 Planning your journey 
 Vehicle checks (POWER)  

o Petrol/diesel (fuel)  
o Oil levels  
o Water levels  
o Electrics  
o Rubber  

 Approach to safe driving (COAST) 
 Practical examples (applying COAST)  

o Speed  
o Motorways  
o Adverse weather  
o Parking  
o Personal Safety  

o Mobile devices  
o Breakdowns  
o Other road users  
o Accidents 

 Assessment 
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Gary has confirmed that you will not be contacted by his sales team should you take up his offer and hopes 

that you enjoy the course. 

 

If you would like to take up the offer simply email Gary on gary.mason@praxis42.com so that he can send you 

a link to give you access. 

 

 

The meeting close at 08:40 

Minutes prepared by J. M. Paley 12/12/15 
 

 


